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On the Dependence of Handwritten Word
Recognizers on Lexicons
Hanhong Xue, Student Member, IEEE, and Venu Govindaraju, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract—The performance of any word recognizer depends on the lexicon presented. Usually, large lexicons or lexicons containing
similar entries pose difficulty for recognizers. However, the literature lacks any quantitative methodology of capturing the precise
dependence between word recognizers and lexicons. This paper presents a performance model that views word recognition as a
function of character recognition and statistically ”discovers” the relation between a word recognizer and the lexicon. It uses model
parameters that capture a recognizer’s ability of distinguishing characters (of the alphabet) and its sensitivity to lexicon size. These
parameters are determined by a multiple regression model which is derived from the performance model. Such a model is very useful
in comparing word recognizers by predicting their performance based on the lexicon presented. We demonstrate the performance
model with extensive experiments on five different word recognizers, thousands of images, and tens of lexicons. The results show that
the model is a good fit not only on the training data but also in predicting the recognizers’ performance on testing data.
Index Terms—Handwriting recognition, word recognition, performance prediction, performance model, multiple regression.
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

HE field of offline handwritten word recognition has
advanced greatly in the past decade. Many different
approaches have been proposed and implemented by
researchers [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. In the literature,
performance of the handwritten word recognizers is
generally reported as accuracy rates on lexicons of different
sizes, e.g. 10, 100, and 1,000. We believe this characterization is inadequate because, besides the lexicon size, the
performance depends on other factors as well, such as the
nature of the recognizer and the quality of the input image.
It is commonly expected that word recognition with
larger lexicons is more difficult [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. Marti
and Bunke [7] report the influence of vocabulary size and
language models on handwritten text recognition by using
a wide range of lexicon sizes and several language models.
Their results confirm that larger vocabularies are more
difficult when language models are involved. However,
lexicon size can be an unreliable predictor because it ignores
the similarity between lexicon words. A lexicon containing
10 similar words is much more difficult than another
containing 10 completely different words (from the viewpoint of the word recognizer). Therefore, besides lexicon
size, a performance model must also consider the similarity
between lexicon entries.
String edit distance, defined as the minimum number of
insertion, deletion, and substitution operations required to
convert one string to another, is often used as a similarity
measure for strings. However, it depends only on the
strings and does not take into account the nature of the
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recognizer or the writing style of script. In order to make the
edit distance suitable for handwriting applications, researchers have used the generalized edit distance based
on units that are more granular than characters, such as
strokes or graphemes, and additional edit operations, such
as splitting, merging, and group substitution [8], [9], [10].
Generalized edit distances improve accuracy by measuring
similarity between words in more details but costs additional processing time.
Another possible measure of recognition difficulty is
perplexity which is widely used in evaluating language
models [11], [12], [7]. After all, the lexicon can be considered as
a language model which enumerates all of the strings it
accepts. (Use of other models such as N-Gram, only results in
supersets of the lexicon and not exactly the lexicon.) Generally
speaking, perplexity is the average number of possible
successors of any sequence of observations. When applied to
a sequence of characters, it considers words sharing prefixes
but ignores words sharing suffixes. For example, two lexicons
fas; ofg and fas; osg will result in the same perplexity when all
entries have the same a priori probability, but to most word
recognizers the first lexicon is easier than the second one.
Thus, perplexity is not adequate for the purpose of measuring
recognition difficulty by a lexicon.
Grandidier et al. [13] have studied the influence of word
length on handwriting recognition. They conclude that it is
easier to recognize long words than short words and
lexicons consisting of long words are less difficult than
those consisting of short words. In their experiments, both
recognition rate and relative perplexity, which is based on
a posteriori probabilities output by a recognizer, are used to
measure the difficulty of the recognition task. It should be
noted that both recognition rate and relative perplexity are
not available before recognition is performed, hence,
rendering them useless in predicting accuracy.
Image quality is critical to image pattern recognition tasks
including word recognition. The first subtask is to find
quantitative measures of image quality. One possibility is the
use of parameterized image defect models [14], [15], where
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image size, resolution, skew, blur, binarization threshold,
pixel sensitivity, and other parameters are used to characterize image quality and to generate pseudoimages. The defect
models have been applied to the evaluation of OCR accuracy
on synthetic data [16], [17]. However, to the best of our
knowledge, there has been no application reported on
evaluation of handwritten word recognizers.
The common theme of most of the previous work on the
topic has been to base the prediction of performance on
experimental results. This approach allows us to only observe
the tendency of performance change when performance
parameters are altered because no quantitative modeling
directly associates performance with parameters. Thus, the
models based purely on empirical results leave questions
such as “Is the relationship quadratic, exponential, etc.?,”
unanswered.
In an attempt to more accurately measure the difficulty of
recognition tasks, lexicon density, a measure that combines
the effect of both the lexicon size and the similarity between
words, has been previously presented by the authors [10]. A
new generalized edit distance, namely slice distance, is
calculated on two word models that use character segments.
Then, lexicon density is defined as the product of two
quantities: 1) the reciprocal of the average slice distance
obtained on the given lexicon, and 2) an empirically chosen
function of lexicon size. Experimental results have shown an
approximate linear relation between lexicon density and
recognition accuracy. Continuing upon this work, we have
proposed using multiple regression models instead of
choosing performance function empirically [18].
Our previous work focuses on the calculation of the
distance between two word models based on the inner
representation of a word recognizer and does not come up
with a rigorous performance model to associate model
distance with recognition accuracy. Besides the lack of a
performance model, another disadvantage is the complexity
of calculating model distances. Since different recognizers
have different definitions of word models, model distance
depends necessarily on the recognizer and can be as complex
as the recognition mechanism itself, thus, making it unsuitable in real-time applications.
To overcome these disadvantages, this paper proposes a
performance model that can be generalized to all word
recognizers that are based on character recognition. Leaving
out the details of recognizer-dependent word models, we
calculate the simple string edit distance [19] of two words in
their alphabetic forms which are considered as the ultimate
abstractions of word models. Then, the edit distance
between a nontruth word and the truth can be viewed as
the evidence of not choosing the nontruth. When the
recognizer totally ignores this evidence, a misclassification
occurs. Based on this idea, this paper mathematically
derives a performance model and converts it into a multiply
regression model (Section 2). In Section 3, experiments are
described on five different word recognizers running on
3,000 postal word images with tens of lexicons, not only to
decide model parameters but also to verify the accuracy of
the model. Section 4 presents the analysis of recognizers in
terms of model parameters, the interpretation of influence
of word length, and the possible use of distance measures
other than edit distance in the performance model. Section 5
presents conclusions and future research directions.
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Fig. 1. Lexicon-driven word recognizer as a black box.

2

THE PERFORMANCE MODEL

Our objective is to build a quantitative model to associate
word recognition performance with lexicons to allow the
prediction of performance. Once the form of the model is
derived, regression analysis can be applied to determine the
model parameters. The form of the model must certainly
depend on the performance factors it accommodates.
However, it is difficult to consider exhaustively, all of the
different factors simply because they are too many. Therefore, before deriving the model, we need to examine which
of the factors should be considered and how they affect the
word recognizer performance.

2.1 Performance Factors
The task is to derive a model with the ability to predict
performance for any word recognizer. Thus, the model
must be able to treat the recognizer as a black box. Fig. 1
illustrates the black box word recognizer.
Input: 1) A word image and 2) a lexicon that always
includes the truth of the image.
Output: A list of lexicon words ordered according to
their similarity to the truth of the image, as judged by the
recognizer.
The recognition process can be outlined as follows. First,
the recognizer extracts features from the word image and
matches the features against internal word models. Then,
based on the matches, lexicon words are assigned with scores
or confidence values to indicate how close they are to the truth,
ordered accordingly and output by the recognizer. If the truth
is ranked at the top of the output, then the recognition is
deemed successful. Here an assumption is made that the
lexicon always includes the truth,1 so it should be possible to
achieve accuracy rate of 100 percent. Henceforth, the terms
“performance” and “accuracy rate” will refer to the rate at
which the truth is ranked at the top of the output.
According to the black box view of recognizers, performance depends on three major factors: the recognizer R, the
image I, and the lexicon L. Therefore, we can write a
performance function pðR; I; LÞ of three variables to describe
such dependence. Before the performance function can be
constructed quantitatively, we need to know the quantitative
factors that are implied by R, L, and I and how they affect
performance. Table 1 gives examples of the factors and their
desired values necessary to build a high performance word
recognizer. It can be seen in the table that factors like
“sensitivity to lexicon size,” “word similarity,” and “writing
1. This information is not provided to the recognizer to improve its
recognition.
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TABLE 1
Factors and their Desired Values that Result
in High-Performance of Word Recognition

style” cannot be easily expressed in a quantitative way and
solving this problem is precisely the thrust of this paper.
A perfect performance model must accommodate all
different factors, not just those listed in Table 1. However,
our aim is not to predict the exact output for each run of the
recognizer. Such a predictor will be the recognizer itself.
Instead, our aim is to discover how the factors affect the
word recognizer performance statistically, which is meaningful in the context of multiple runs of the recognizer.
For recognizers that build word recognition on top of
character recognition, it is possible to break the dependence
of word recognition on image quality into two parts: word
recognition dependence on character recognition and
character recognition dependence on image quality. Therefore, if we can measure character recognition accuracy and
discover its relation with word recognition accuracy, image
quality does not have to be explicitly measured before a
performance model can be derived.

2.2 Word Model Abstraction
An important cause of word recognition difficulty is the
similarity between candidate words and it is measured
based on the recognizer’s inner representation of word
models. In fact, approaches to measuring distance between
two hidden Markov models (HMMs) have been proposed
by researchers using Euclidean distance [20], entropy [21],
Bayes probability of error [22], etc. Modeling distances for
segmentation based recognizers has been recently studied
by the authors [18], [10]. However, for recognizers that deal
with character models to generate word hypotheses [1], [4]
instead of word models, the method of measuring model
distance is yet unexplored because of the difficulty posed
by absence of techniques for explicit modeling of words.
In our recent research on lexicon density [18], we have
applied regression models on experimental data to discover
an approximate linear relationship between recognizer
performance and lexicon density. The key issue in defining
lexicon density was to measure similarity between lexicon
words. Different recognizers have different senses of similarity. For example, a recognizer that does not utilize ascender
features may confuse a cursive “l” with a cursive “e” when
both of them are written with loops. On the other hand, the
same “l” and “e” do not look alike to recognizers that can
detect ascenders. Thus, in computing lexicon density, we
computed the average model distance between any two word
entries using the recognizer’s inner representation of word
models. For an entry “AVE” in the lexicon, its word model
may look like Fig. 2c depending on the actual implementation.
Such a model distance takes the detailed inner workings
of recognizers into account and, thus, is potentially quite
accurate. However, it is obvious that the computation of

Fig. 2. Word model at different levels of abstraction: (a) case insensitive,
(b) case sensitive, and (c) implementation dependent.

model distance, where all pairs of candidate word models
are matched, is much more expensive than recognition itself
where only one feature sequence extracted from the input is
matched against word models. Moreover, the computation
completely relies on the recognizer’s inner modeling of
words, which means one must design completely different
algorithms when calculating lexicon density for different
recognizers. This is not what we set out to accomplish in
this paper. Our goal is to derive the performance prediction
model while treating the recognizer as a black box.
Since model distance cannot be easily obtained for
different recognizers, we need some other measure of word
similarity which is independent of recognizers, easy to
compute and accurate. We assume that all word recognizers
model words either explicitly or implicitly. Furthermore,
we consider a lexicon entry as the abstraction of its word
model and obtain two very simple alternatives to word
models: one being the case insensitive representation of the
lexicon entry and the other being the case sensitive, as
illustrated in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b. We adopt the case
insensitive abstraction because of its simplicity, i.e., all
words in the lexicon are converted to uppercase and the
difference between “Ave” and “Dr” is treated the same way
as that between “aVe” and “DR.” Under these assumptions,
word similarity can be measured by string edit distance
which is the minimum number of insertions, deletions, and
substitutions to convert one string to another. This measure
is independent of recognition methodologies, relatively
easy to compute, and accurate.

2.3 Performance Model Derivation
According to the black box view of recognizers as introduced
in Section 2.1, the performance function of word recognition
is defined as pðR; I; LÞ where R is the recognizer, I the image,
and L the lexicon. R, I, and L can also be viewed as three sets
of parameters that characterize the recognizer, the image, and
the lexicon, respectively. For the purpose of performance
prediction, one would like the function to have the form
pR ðI; LÞ which returns the prediction given an image and a
lexicon. However, measuring image quality involves too
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many parameters. To simplify, we assume the image quality
of training data is representative of testing data and focus on
the influence of lexicon. When the parameters related to the
recognizer and the image are obtained through a training
procedure, the performance function can be rewritten as
pR;I ðLÞ and can be used as a predictor of the accuracy rate of
recognizer R for a given lexicon, L.

2.3.1 Tournament of Word Candidates
Consider the recognition process as a tournament where
nontruths are matched against the truth, where all matches
are judged by the recognizer. When a word w1 wins the
match against another word w2 , we say that w1 beats w2 .
Obviously, in order for the truth to be ranked at the top, it
must beat all other words in the lexicon.
Let us define the edit distance between two words as the
minimum number of edit operations, including only
insertions, deletions, and substitutions to convert one word
to the other. When a recognizer is judging the match
between the truth and a nontruth, the edit distance between
them is provided as the evidence of the truth being the truth
and the nontruth being the nontruth. Because the recognizer
is not perfect it may ignore parts of the evidence. For
example, the edit distance between “l” and “e” is one, but
the recognizer may ignore this difference when they are
both written with loops. Another example is, when an “l” is
written with a long tail, the recognizer may mistakenly take
the tail part as an “e” and ignore the difference between “l”
and “le.” As long as the evidence is not totally ignored, the
recognizer can still make the right choice.
Let t 2 L be the truth of image I. For an arbitrary
nontruth word w, its edit distance to the truth t is denoted
by dðw; tÞ. Each of the dðw; tÞ edit operations is considered
as an evidence of t being the truth and w being the nontruth.
If the recognizer is aware of at least one such evidence, t
wins the match against w. Let q be the probability of one
edit operation being ignored by the recognizer (1 ÿ q
indicates the recognizer’s ability of distinguishing characters because edit operations are based on characters) and
assume equal importance of all edit operations. Then, the
probability that t beats w is 1 ÿ qd ðw;tÞ . In order for t to be the
top choice, t needs to beat all w 2 L ÿ ftg. If all matches are
independent of each other, then the probability of the truth t
being the top choice returned by the recognizer is
Y
ð1 ÿ qdðw;tÞ Þ:
ð1Þ
pq;t ðLÞ ¼
w2Lÿftg

However, the matches are not all independent of each
other. The recognizer assigns some distance-based or
probability-based score to every candidate. When the truth
beats some word w and w beats some other word v, v is not
qualified to challenge the truth. That is, transitivity holds
for the “beats” relation and we need a new tournament to
accommodate such transitivity.
Now consider the recognition process as a progressive
tournament of word candidates. At the beginning, only one
contestant, the truth, participates. Then, other contestants,
i.e., other words in the lexicon, are introduced one by one.
Unlike the previous tournament in which every contestant is
given a chance to challenge the truth, this new tournament
qualifies a new contestant to match against the truth only
when it is better than all the contestants that have been
defeated by the truth. By enforcing this condition, the
transitivity of the “beats” relation is maintained. As a result,
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the expected number of matches against the truth will be
fewer than the number of contestants.

2.3.2 Average Number of Matches
Suppose currently the truth t has already defeated a list of
random entries F and a new random entry w is added.
Notice that w can challenge t only when w is the best in
F [ fwg. Since all the entries are random, their scores are
also random (from some unknown distribution). The
chance of w being the best in F [ fwg is 1=jF [ fwgj.
Let fðnÞ be the average number of matches against the
truth in a lexicon of size n. We have fð1Þ ¼ 0 because a
lexicon of size one contains only the truth. When n > 1, the
1
.
chance of the nth entry challenging the truth is nÿ1
Therefore, fðnÞ can be defined as

0
;n ¼ 1
ð2Þ
fðnÞ ¼
1
; n > 1:
fðn ÿ 1Þ þ nÿ1
1
and limn!1 fðnÞ ¼ lnðn ÿ
Thus, fðnÞ ¼ 1 þ 12 þ 13 þ . . . þ nÿ1
1Þ þ where ¼ 0:57721 . . . is the Euler constant.
The average number of matches gives us an understanding of the tendency of performance change when the
lexicon size increases. Since this number is approximately
equal to the (natural) logarithm of the lexicon size, it is
expected that the performance drop will become less
significant as the lexicon size increases, i.e., the performance
function might take the form like ð. . .Þln n .

2.3.3 Performance on Lexicon
Let pðnÞ denote the recognizer’s performance on a lexicon of
size n. For n ¼ 1, pðnÞ ¼ 1 because a lexicon of size 1
contains only the truth.
In order to derive a simple form of the performance
function, we make a simplifying assumption that all nontruths have the same edit distance to the truth and
subsequently compensate for this assumption by introducing
more model parameters.
1
chance that the nth entry
When n > 1, there is nÿ1
challenges the truth and the probability that the truth wins
P

1
is 1 ÿ qdðtÞ , where dðtÞ ¼ jLjÿ1
w2Lÿftg dðw; tÞ is the average

edit distance to the truth. Let r ¼ qdðtÞ . The probability that the
truth is still at the top after the addition of the nth entry, given
that it was at the top after the addition of the ðn ÿ 1Þth entry, is
1
nÿ2
r
nÿ1 ð1 ÿ rÞ þ nÿ1 ¼ 1 ÿ nÿ1 . Therefore, pðnÞ can be defined as

1
ÿ
 ;n ¼ 1 :
ð3Þ
pðnÞ ¼
r
;n > 1
pðn ÿ 1Þ 1 ÿ nÿ1
When n > 1,

r 
r 
r 
1 ÿ ... 1 ÿ
pðnÞ ¼ 1 ÿ
1
2
nÿ1
ð1 ÿ rÞð2 ÿ rÞ . . . ðn ÿ 1 ÿ rÞ
:
¼
ðn ÿ 1Þ!
The ÿ function is a well-known extension of factorial to
noninteger values and it has the following properties,
ÿðx þ 1Þ ¼ xÿðxÞ and ÿðn þ 1Þ ¼ n!, where x is a real
number and n is an integer. So, we have
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ÿðn ÿ rÞ ¼ ðn ÿ 1 ÿ rÞÿðn ÿ 1 ÿ rÞ
¼ ðn ÿ 1 ÿ rÞðn ÿ 2 ÿ rÞÿðn ÿ 2 ÿ rÞ
¼ ...

Clearly, more parameters have to be introduced to
compensate for assumptions and approximations and to
keep the model realistic. Based on the above analysis, we
conjecture that the performance function has the following
form,

¼ ðn ÿ 1 ÿ rÞðn ÿ 2 ÿ rÞ:::ð1 ÿ rÞÿð1 ÿ rÞ;
which gives us
ÿðn ÿ rÞ
:
pðnÞ ¼
ÿð1 ÿ rÞÿðnÞ

ð4Þ

We apply the Stirling’s asymptotic formula [23]


pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffixx
1
1
139
þ
1þ
ÿ
ÿ ...
ÿðx þ 1Þ ¼ 2x
e
12x 288x2 51840x3
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffixx
:
’ 2x
e
for x ! 1 and get
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi nÿr nÿr
2ðn ÿ rÞð e Þ
1
pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n n

pðn þ 1Þ ’
ÿð1 ÿ rÞ
2nð e Þ
ðn ÿ rÞnÿrþ1=2 r
1
e 
ÿð1 ÿ rÞ
nnþ1=2

r nÿrþ1=2 r ÿr
1
en 
¼ 1ÿ
n
ÿð1 ÿ rÞ
1
ÿr
:
’n
ÿð1 ÿ rÞ

ð5Þ

1
.
ln ÿð1ÿrÞ

for n ! 1 where c ¼
Equation (5) asymptotically reveals the relation between
performance and lexicon. However, we are more interested in
pðnÞ when n is relatively small rather than n ! 1. So, pðnÞ is
required to not only meet the initial condition pðnÞ ¼ 1 but
also keep its asymptotic form. For this reason, pðnÞ is
estimated as
ð6Þ

This new equation replaces lnðn ÿ 1Þ by ln n because they
1
is ignored because
are asymptotically the same. c ¼ ln ÿð1ÿrÞ
of the initial condition and its closeness to zero.2
Thus, after several assumptions, we arrive at ln n being the
approximate number of matches against the truth in a size n
dðtÞ
lexicon and ðeÿq Þln n being the approximate performance. It
must be pointed out that they are derived when the truth is
known, but in the testing environment where predicting
performance is more meaningful the truth is never known.
For testing images whose truths are unknown, dðtÞ has to
be approximated by the average edit distance between any
two entries and the performance function is rewritten as
D

pq ðn; DÞ ¼ ðeÿq Þln n
1
where D ¼ nðnÿ1Þ
meter q present.

P

w;v2L

ð8Þ

where D is the average edit distance and fðnÞ ¼ k lna n.
Here, two new parameters k and a are introduced for the
following reasons. First, they do not violate the initial
condition that the performance is 100 percent for a lexicon
of size one. Second, the model has two degrees of freedom
(n and D), but three model parameters are required if the
model is to be converted into a multiple regression model.
Third, since D approximates dðtÞ, the model should be
effective at least when D is affinely related to dðtÞ.3

, ln p ¼ ÿqD k lna n
, ln ðÿ ln pÞ ¼ D ln q þ a ln ln n þ ln k:

for n ! 1. Therefore,

pðnÞ ’ eÿr ln n :

 D fðnÞ
pq;k;a ðn; DÞ ¼ eÿq

2.3.4 Multiple Regression Model
The advantage of such a model is that it can be converted to
a multiple regression model.
 D k lna n
p ¼ eÿq

¼

pðnÞ ’ ðn ÿ 1Þÿr =ÿð1 ÿ rÞ ¼ eÿr lnðnÿ1Þþc
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ð7Þ

dðw; vÞ and only one model para-

2. Typically, the average edit distance dðtÞ is at least two and the
probability q is at most 0.9. Correspondingly, c is in the range ½ÿ1:578; 0.

Suppose we have a set of observations fpi ; ni ; Di g. Let Pi ¼
lnðÿ ln pi Þ be the dependent variables, Ni ¼ ln ln ni and Di
be the independent variables, and ln q, a, and ln k be the
regression parameters. We get a multiple regression model
Pi ¼ ðln qÞDi þ aNi þ ln k þ ei ¼ P^i þ ei :

ð9Þ

where P^i is the predicted performance and ei is the residual.
Hence, (8) will be referred to as the performance model and
(9) as the regression model.

2.3.5 Model Parameters
This performance/regression model takes into account all
the performance factors listed in Table 1. First, q is the
probability of the recognizer ignoring an edit operation
between the truth and a nontruth. This parameter depends
on, not only the recognizer, but also the quality of input
images because it is less likely that a recognizer will confuse
one character with another on high-quality images than on
low-quality images. Second, n is the lexicon size and D the
similarity between lexicon entries. Third, fðnÞ ¼ k lna n
represents the recognizer’s sensitivity to lexicon size.
In character recognition, a misclassification involves one
character substitution of the truth by some nontruth. However, in word recognition, a misclassification is the result of a
set of character-level edit operations including insertions,
deletions and substitutions. Therefore, the parameter q cannot
be estimated by the word recognizer’s recognition accuracy
on characters. It has to be obtained by the regression model.
The next section will give details on the experiments for
empirically obtaining and verifying model parameters.
3. D is affinely related to dðtÞ if D ¼ mdðtÞ þ l for some constants m and l.
Section 4 discusses the use of other distance measures instead of edit
distance. The same analysis applies here.
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Fig. 3. Strategies of five different word recognizers. (a) WR1, WR2, WR3: Word model based recognition, where the matching happens between the
input image and all word models derived from the lexicon; (b) WR4, WR5: Character model based recognition, where the matching occurs between
word hypotheses generated by the engine and words in the lexicon.

3

EXPERIMENTS

3.1 Recognizers
We use five different word recognizers in our experiments.
.

.

.

.

.

WR1: The word recognizer adopts an over-segmentation methodology along with word model based
recognition using dynamic programming [5].
WR2: The recognition methodology is similar to
WR1 except for the nature of segmentation and
preprocessing algorithms [24].
WR3: The word recognition methodology is grapheme based and involves no explicit segmentation
[25]. It uses word model based recognition with
dynamic programming.
WR4: The word recognizer adopts an over-segmentation methodology along with character model
based recognition using dynamic programming [4].
WR5: The word recognition methodology uses oversegmentation and character model based recognition
with continuous density and variable duration
hidden Markov models [1].

These five word recognizers can be divided into two
categories: word model based recognition and character
model based recognition, as illustrated in Fig. 3. In word
model based recognition, all lexicon entries are treated as
word models and matched against the input. The entry with
the best match is the top choice. In character model based
recognition, segments are matched against individual characters without using any contextual information implied by
the lexicon. Word hypotheses are generated by the character
recognition results. If the best hypothesis is found in the
lexicon, the recognition is done, otherwise, the second best
hypothesis is generated and tested, etc.. Therefore, the lexicon
plays an active role in the first strategy but a passive role in the
second.
For all the five recognizers, the training phase always
results in a set of character models and word models are
built on top of character models by concatenation. So it is
proper to estimate word recognition accuracy based on
character recognition accuracy, as discussed in Section 2.1.

Fig. 4. Example images of unconstrained handwritten words including hand printed, cursive, and mixed.
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Performance Data Collected on Training Set
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3.3 Lexicon Generation
To test the dependence of performance on lexicon size, we
generate lexicons of size 5, 10, 20, and 40 for each image. For
each lexicon size, 10 lexicons are generated and ordered in
ascending order of average edit distance. These 40 lexicons
are marked as Lj;1 ; Lj;2 ; . . . ; Lj;40 for the jth image. In order
to allow wide variation of average edit distances, these 40
lexicons actually contain meaningless entries that are
random combinations of characters. Besides, three additional lexicons of size 10, 100, and 1,000 are also included as
Lj;41 ; Lj;42 and Lj;43 , respectively. These three lexicons were
generated several years ago [26] containing mostly meaningful postal words and they have been used in testing
different word recognizers since.
3.4 Determining Model Parameters
We gather performance data on the training set, which
contains 1,500 images and 40 lexicons for each image and each
word recognizer. In order to get robust estimates of model
parameters that can be satisfactorily used on testing data
where truths are unknown, we ignore information about
truths on the training data as well. Therefore, the average edit
distance between any two entries is used instead of that
between the truth and other entries. The performance data is
collected in Table 2. Notice that Di is actually the average of
average edit distances over 1,500 lexicons, L1;i ; L2;i ; . . . ; L1500;i
for the ith lexicon set. Thus, we have a set of observations
O ¼ fni ; Di ; pi ji ¼ 1 . . . 40g for each of the five recognizers
and regression is performed on this data set.
The multiple regression model is directly applied from (9),
Pi ¼ ðln qÞDi þ aNi þ ln k þ ei ¼ P^i þ ei ;

3.2 Image Set
All experiments are conducted on a set of 3,000 US postal
word images of unconstrained writing styles. All of the
images are digitized at 212 dpi. Fig. 4 shows some
examples. The 3,000 images are divided into two equal
parts, one for training and the other for testing.

where Pi ¼ lnðÿ ln pi Þ are the dependent variables, Di and
Ni ¼ ln ln n are the independent variables, ln q, a, and ln k
are the regression parameters, and P^i are the predictions of
regression function and ei are the residuals/errors. The
purposePof regression is to minimize the sum of square
errors
e2i for the data in Table 2. Table 3 gives the
regression results including parameters, standard errors of
the parameters, standard errors of estimate and coefficients
of multiple determination.
The standard errors of the parameters are so small that
the probability of the null hypothesis H0 : ¼ 0 being true
is at most 2  10ÿ20 , where is either ln q, a, or ln k thus,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ensuring that none of the parameters are redundant.rffiP
e2
The Standard Error of Estimate is defined as  ¼ jOjÿ3i ,
where jOj is the number of observations and three is the
number of parameters in the regression model. Fig. 5 shows
two regression planes for WR1 and WR5 (other planes are
similar and omitted) to visually illustrate goodness of the

TABLE 3
Regression Parameters Obtained for Five Word Recognizers
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Fig. 5. The regression planes for (a) WR1 and (b) WR5.

fit, where solid dots represent observations and error bars
connect observations and predictions.
Coefficient of Multiple Determination is defined as
P
2
SSE
ðPi ÿ PÞ2 , where P is
R ¼ SSR
SST ¼ 1 ÿ SST . Here, SST ¼
the average of Pi , and measures the variation in the observed
P
response. SSR ¼ ðP^i ÿ PÞ2 measures the “explained”
P
variation and SSE ¼ ðPi ÿ P^i Þ2 measures the “unexplained” variation. Therefore, R2 indicates the proportion of
variation in the data which is explained by the regression

model. A value of R2 ¼ 1 means that the regression model
passes through every data point. A value of R2 ¼ 0 means that
the model does not describe the data any better than the
average of the data. Table 3 shows that about 99 percent of
data variation has been explained by the regression model.
The 95 percent confidence intervals of q, a, and k are
given in Table 4. In fact, these intervals are calculated based
on 95 percent confidence intervals of ln q, a, and ln k. As can
be seen, sizes of the intervals are quite small, indicating the
robustness of the regression model.

TABLE 4
95 Percent Confidence Intervals of Parameters
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TABLE 5
Performance Data Collected on Testing Set

3.5

Model Verification

In order to see how the model predicts performance for
lexicons other than those included in training, we apply it to
the second half of the image set using the parameters obtained

is for lexicons Lj;1 . . . Lj;40 , where the standard errors of
prediction
sffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
P
ðpi ÿ p^i Þ2
40

from the first half, i.e., parameters in Table 4. Involved
lexicons are Lj;i , j ¼ 1; 501 . . . 3; 000, and i ¼ 1 . . . 43. The
performance data is collected as fni ; Di ; pi g; i ¼ 1 . . . 40
(Table 5) and i ¼ 41; 42; 43 (Table 6).
a
D
We use (8) to predict the performance p^i ¼ ðeÿq i Þk ln ni .
The results given in Table 6 consist of two parts. The first part

are given. As can be seen, the model makes only slightly over
1 percent error in its prediction for the five recognizers. Since
this part does not contain any lexicon sizes that are beyond the
training data, the low prediction errors are expected. The
second part is for lexicons Lj;41 ; Lj;42 , and Lj;43 , where the
actual performance, the predicted performance, and the
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TABLE 6
Verification of the Model on Testing Set

Fig. 6. Typical performance curves when lexicon size is 100.

difference between them are given for each lexicon and each
recognizer,4 the prediction errors for lexicon size 10 are very
small as expected. The errors for lexicon sizes 100 and 1,000
are larger but less than 0.045 on average. Therefore,
notwithstanding the larger prediction errors, the performance model still generalizes itself to larger lexicons and
larger average edit distances.

4

DISCUSSIONS

Comparison of Recognizers: Some interesting traits of the
recognizers can be observed by analysis of the three model
parameters. First, the q parameter is the probability of a
recognizer ignoring one edit operation between truth and
nontruth. In other words, smaller q means higher ability of
distinguishing characters. So, based on the values of q, we say
WR1 is the best among the five in distinguishing characters in
words. Moreover, larger q also means smaller improvement
in accuracy when average edit distance increases, that is
exactly what Table 2 shows for WR5. Second, a and k together,
indicate a recognizer’s sensitivity to the change in lexicon size
while a is in terms of order of magnitude and k is in terms of
coefficiency. In this sense, WR5 is the least sensitive and its
performance drop is the least when lexicon size increases, as
shown in Table 2. Fig. 6 shows a set of typical performance
4. The data on lexicon size 1,000 for WR5 is not available because it is
incapable of handling such large lexicon size without modifying the source
code.

curves when lexicon size is 100. WR1 is undoubtedly the best
among WR1, WR2, WR3, and WR4, while WR5 is better than
WR1 when average edit distance is below 4.5. Therefore, to
summarize, WR1 and WR5 can be considered to be the best
recognizers among the five. WR1 is superior when lexicon
entries are very different. WR5 is quite insensitive to the
change in lexicon size and is especially good for difficult
recognition tasks when lexicon size is large and lexicon
entries are similar.
Influence of Word Length: Grandidier et al. [13] have
reported that the influence of word length on recognition
has two aspects. First, long words are easier to recognize than
short words. Second, lexicons consisting of long words are
easier than those consisting of short words. According to our
performance model, larger average edit distance implies
higher performance. This supports both the aspects of the
influence of word length simply by the fact that the average
edit distance to a long word is generally higher than that to a
short word. When the long word is the truth, other words
tend to be far from it in terms of edit distance. When the long
word is in the lexicon but not the truth, the truth also tends to
be far from it for the same reason. We illustrate this by Fig. 7,
where performance data is collected on Li;41 , lexicons of size
10. The lexicons are divided into three groups, each containing about 1,000 lexicons. These three groups are representing
short truths (two-four characters), medium truths (five-seven
characters), and long truths (eight and above), and their
average distances are 6.205, 6.816, and 7.205, respectively. The
recognition rates of the five recognizers are given as bars and
the predictions are given as curves. Generally, recognizers
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Fig. 7. Influence of word length explained by the performance model where the average edit distances are 6.205, 6.816, and 7.205 for short words,
medium words, and long words, respectively.

perform better on long words than on short words because
long words have higher average edit distances than short
words. The predictions can be seen as being quite close to the
actual numbers.
Using Other Distance Measures: As discussed in
Section 2.2, the popularity of edit distance is because of its
simplicity and independence from recognizers. Nevertheless, questions may arise when there is some other distance
measure available, such as model distance5 in calculating
lexicon density [18]. One may enquire how model distances
are related to edit distance in predicting performance.
When some model distance DM is affinely related to edit
distance D, i.e., D ¼ mDM þ l, the performance model
a
D
ðeÿq Þk ln n from (8) can be rewritten as


eÿq

mDM þl

k lna n


kql lna n
m DM
¼ eÿðq Þ
;

5

CONCLUSIONS

AND

FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we investigate the dependence of word
recognition on lexicons and propose a quantitative model to
directly associate the performance of word recognizers with
lexicon size and the average edit distance between lexicon
entries. The proposed model has three model parameters q, k,
and a, where q captures the recognizer’s ability to distinguish
characters, and fðnÞ ¼ k lna n captures the recognizer’s
sensitivity to a lexicon size n. This model emphasizes the
effect of lexicons and does not have any explicit parameters to
measure image quality. However, it decomposes the

ð10Þ

taking the same form as (8) by replacing qm with q0 and kql with
k0 . That is, the performance model can be directly applied to
any distance measure that is affinely related to edit distance.
To support the above conclusion, we apply the performance model on data previously collected in [18] and use
recognizer-dependent model distance instead of edit distance. Because the calculation of model distance completely
relies on the implementation of word recognizers and
involves heavy computation, only data for WR1 and WR3 is
available in [18]. Fig. 8 shows that model distance defined
for WR1 (scaled up four times for better observation) is
almost affinely related to edit distance but this is not so for
WR3. We obtain the standard errors of prediction in Table 7.
As can be seen, the use of model distance is only marginally
better than edit distance and the performance model we
have proposed in this paper is more accurate than the
approach in [18]. The exception in case of WR3 can be
explained by the fact that the model distance for WR3 is not
affinely related to the edit distance.
5. Called “slice distance” for WR1 and “grapheme distance” for WR3
in [18].

Fig. 8. Edit distance versus model distance for WR1 and WR3.

TABLE 7
Comparison of Standard Errors in Prediction
Using Model Distance and Edit Distance
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dependence of word recognition on image quality into two
parts: word recognition on character recognition and character recognition on image quality, where the first part is
embodied in the form of the model and the second part in the
parameter q. We use synthetic lexicons to get performance
data on five different word recognizers and then use multiple
regression to derive the model parameters. Statistical analysis
is shown to strongly support the model.
The model is derived, based on the assumption that word
recognition is a combination of character recognition results,
hence, it can be generalized to all word recognizers that
model characters. Experimental results on five different
recognizers have shown the generality of this model.
However, for recognizers that model words as whole
without identifying individual characters, it is still unknown
if the model is feasible.
The availability of such a model not only helps in
understanding a recognizer’s behavior but also promises
applications in improving word recognition by predicting
performance. Once the performance of recognizers can be
predicted, the prediction can be used in selecting and
combining recognizers. For example, observing different
performance curves such as those in Fig. 6, we are able to
decide which recognizer to use or with what weights to
combine them when the lexicon changes.
The proposed performance model has the form pR;I ðLÞ,
which means variables related to the lexicon L can be freely
supplied while parameters derived from the recognizer R
and the training image set I must be fixed. This seems to be
a little inconvenient because what we actually want is the
form pR ðI; LÞ to allow the adaption of performance
prediction to both the image and the lexicon. Moreover,
since the model works only for top choice accuracy rates, a
more challenging task will be finding a generalized model
that is capable of predicting top N choices accuracy rates.
These will be considered in the future.
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